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About This Game

The most realistic FPV simulator of the market ! Let's pilot a virtual immersive drone and race with many other players !

Game Mode

There are few games mode in this simulator !

Race mode, you just race and do the number of laps required for the track

Freestyle mode, do whatever you want here !

Enduro mode, you need to do the track for a certain amount of time

Infinite mode, race forever !!!

Compatible controller

Nearly all controllers are compatibles with EreaDrone Simulator.
If you are using a real RC controller, check if you can plug it into your computer with a USB cable like the FrSky Taranis or

with an adaptor available in many RC stores.
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Title: EreaDrone - The FPV Simulator
Genre: Indie, Racing, Simulation, Sports, Early Access
Developer:
EreaDrone, EreaStudio, Elouan Jorrand
Publisher:
EreaDrone
Release Date: 17 Jul, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i5 2.4Ghz or Higher / AMD 3Ghz or Higher

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce GTX 1050 or higher, 2GB video card memory

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 12 GB available space

Additional Notes: Only playable with a game controller or remote.

English,French
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This is an exceptional, slow-paced puzzle\/platformer for gamers of all skill levels.
The gameplay is solid, the story is simple, and the music is excellent.
If you like to challenge your puzzle-solving skills, give this game a go.. Ive played a decent amount of these games in the past.
Minimal learning curve, configuration screen is somewhat annoying when you hook up a controller. Just lacks as a whole.. This
game is a suprisingly good horror game for what it is.

The only real thing it's missing is content, like more maps, or different gamemodes, or more mechanics, because as it stands it
feels more like a hollow shell than a game.

That said, for the price of literally a buck, I cannot recommend it enough.. DISCLAIMER: This game is a work in progress and
I plan on spending more time with it. I will update this review as needed.

Forgettable name aside, Space Grunts is actually a pretty interesting game. It plays like a hybrid of a turn based
roguelike\/roguelite with the pace of an arcade game. The gameplay itself is pretty simple. When you move or shoot, enemies
can do the same. There's no skip turn button, so you need to think a bit about how you're going to position your marine to deal
with enemies. The gameplay loop is that you spawn into a level and you move room to room clearing out baddies. You start with
three weapons: A shotgun, a railgun, and a frag grenade. As you progress through the levels, you'll find more items that mix
things up. It's simple and fun. If you're a fan of roguelikes\/roguelites, give this a try. For $10, it's a good deal.

Pros:
- Easy to pick up.
- Polished for an Early Access title.
- Decent aesthetic and sounds.
- Fast paced and fun gameplay.

 Cons:
- Visually simple.
- Not as deep or complex as the genres it draws from.. Tower defense for weeaboos

10/10 best game on steam. I hate puzzle games.
I hate getting lost.
I want the old painkiller back.. This game is a very very silly but epic game. it may ont take too long to complete but the fun you
will have will be AMAZING!!!! I 100% think you should buy this game and look its only £1.99!!. So far so GREAT!. Dont
even understand if this is a game or not

. This is quite an interesting game. The visuals are very nice. However I must say that it can be extremely confusing at times. I
had to resort to looking at a guide at times. I would avoid this game unless you have the patience to deal with the less than steller
control scheme and the confusing puzzles.
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I appreciate what this is attempting (combining art / art history and VR is great, plus its free). However this is really basic right
now. The museum environment is so basic and bland that it takes away from the art pieces.

What I found surprising was looking at the paintings up close was more interesting to me than the sculptures. I think this is
because even at maximum model detail level, the scultpures aren't all that detailed if you get close.

I'd really like the rooms to be bigger, have some more dramatic/varied lighting, and one really simple thing would be to put a
city background/skybox outside, like outside the front doors and above the skylight. Also its great to have the info text, but the
big floating block of text detracts from an immersive museum experience. That information could be put into a nearby podium
or sign of some sort instead.

I hate to have this be a bad review because I'd love this thing to get fleshed out, but at the same time this could be so much
better. It sounds like this will be getting some updates so I'll certainly update my review in the future if that's the case.. Good
game, Funny af, physics need some work but fckin good, the game got released 1week ago or something like that, if you search
fun, with a bit of difficulty buy it!
I like the customisation setting.
Same with body, and rims.
The whole game is good expect some work to do on physics but its 50% good.
Carreer mode is insame.
If you want chill you got a freeroam mode.
Need to add more cars.
Good game buy it!. This is a pretty solid DLC. While the name is a tad misleading since I'm inclined to believe that only one of
the units is actually elite, the units themselves are fairly good. In most cases the DLC will soup up eastern factions' cavalry
rosters giving them superior light and heavy cavalry, and in the case of the Ottomans it will give you some very good militias
(ones that aren't totally useless) in addition to some exceptionally cost efficient dragoons, and better than average Janissary
musketeers. The units are useful on a single player campaign level since they're decent quality, and in many cases easy to recruit.
In a multiplayer situation, this DLC will greatly boost the overall viability of Eastern factions.

Edit: I'd also like to take this moment to call Valve Corp. out on its recent anti-consumer practice of subtly hiding negative
reviews. Read here: https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/games\/593110\/announcements\/detail\/1808664240333155775. Pretty
strait forward game heavy on the Shoot 'Em up, and a little on the bullet hell.
Your ship is easily upgradable by collecting salvage you get from destroying asteroids and enemy ships.
Controls are incredibly strait forward and is played basically with the left and right joystick on a controller.

Overall? It is amazing game worth buying if you are into shoot 'em ups, or you just want to try
one out for the sake of trying one out.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TJ1twVVB31o
Gamers-Haven[gamers-haven.org]
. Close but no cigar.

I like the idea, the artwork is good, the music is OK, and hentai tetris is a great idea.

Personally I would have simply put the image directly behind the blocks instead of having it revealed to the right.

The main problem is that the controlls in the tetris game are unresponsive, and the tetris shape you are controlling stops moving
if you hold left or right as they move past another block.

The menus and UI are just ugly looking garbage, funtional, but absolutely hideos.. When this game was loading, it said
"TIP: You should do great with all that hand exercising you do."
...Let that set the tone for this game.

The game is super difficult but the bosses are well designed and fulfilling to defeat. Also it has a pretty cool perk\/score system
that makes it very replayable.. Divertido juego de frijol hombre dispara. Casual gaming does not mean there is no adrenalin
rush. If by "Casual" you mean fragging other on-line pilots with a beer next to your joystick, you know it is a load of fun!
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Arriving in an all new world:

Hi there !
We are proud to announce you that the EreaDrone Simulator is now available on Steam !
We will try to make a lot of improvement during the early access state but even after this, we will continue to make the game
better !

Have a good day and fantastic flights !. UPDATE 0.5.0.0 IS NOW RELEASED !:
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Hi everyone !. The Winter Patch & Physics V2 (V0.5.4.5):

Hi eveyone !
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